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Abstract

This study focuses on numerical modeling of fluid flow and solute transport in
rough-walled rock fractures and fracture-matrix systems, with the main aim
to investigate the impacts of fracture surface roughness on flow and transport
processes in rock fractures. Both 2D and 3D fracture models were built from
laser-scanned surface tomography of a real granite rock sample, to consider
realistic features of surface tomography and potential asperity contacts. The
flow was simulated by directly solving the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) and
the transport was modeled by solving the advection-dispersion equation (ADE)
in the entire domain of fracture-matrix system, including matrix diffusion
process. Such direct simulations provided detailed flow and concentration
fields for quantitatively analysis of flow and transport behavior. The detailed
analysis of surface roughness decomposition, complex flow patterns (i.e.,
channeling, transverse and eddy flows), effective advective flow apertures,
effective transmissivity, effective dispersivity, residence time, transport
resistance and specific surface area demonstrated significant impacts of
realistic fracture surface roughness on fluid flow and solute transport processes
in rock fractures. The results show that the surface roughness and shear
displacement caused asperity contacts significantly enhance nonlinearity and
complexity of flow and transport processes in rough-walled fractures and
fracture-matrix systems. The surface roughness also causes invasion flows in
intersected fractures which enhance solute mixing at fracture intersections.
Therefore, the fracture surface roughness is an important source of uncertainty
in application of such simplified models like cubic law (CL) for fluid flow
and analytical solutions for solute transport in rock fractures. The research
conducted advances our understanding of realistic flow and transport processes
in natural fractured rocks. The results are useful for model validation/
extension, uncertainty analysis/quantification and laboratory experiments
design in the context of various applications related to fracture flow and
transport.
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